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About a year ago, film started to circulate on YouTubeÂ® of a remarkable man named Kevin

Richardson, an animal custodian in a South African animal park. The film showed Richardson in his

day-to-day work, looking some of the world's most dangerous animals directly in the eye, crouching

down at their level, playing with them and, sometimes, even kissing them on the nose--all without

ever being attacked or injured. The films' popularity skyrocketed and Richardson became an

international sensation. In "Part of the Pride", Kevin Richardson tells the story of his life and work,

how he grew from a young boy who cared for so many animals that he was called "The Bird Man of

Orange Grove" to an adolescent who ran wild and, finally, to a man who is able to cross the divide

between humans and predators. As a self-taught animal behaviorist, Richardson has broken every

safety rule known to humans when working with these wild animals. Flouting common

misconceptions that breaking an animal's spirit with sticks and chains is the best way to subdue

them, he uses love, understanding and trust to develop personal bonds with them. His unique

method of getting to know their individual personalities, what makes each of them angry, happy,

upset, or irritatedâ€•just like a mother understands a childâ€•has caused them to accept him like one

of their own into their fold. Like anyone else who truly loves animals, Richardson allows their own

stories to share center stage as he tells readers about Napoleon and Tau, the two male lions he

calls his "brothers"; the amazing Meg, a lioness Richardson taught to swim; the fierce Tsavo who

savagely attacked him; and the heartbreaking little hyena called Homer who didn't live to see his

first birthday. Richardson also chronicles his work on the feature film "The White Lion" and has a lot

to say about the state of lion farming and hunting in South Africa today. In "Part of the Pride",

Richardson, with novelist Tony Park, delves into the mind of the big cats and their world to show

readers a different way of understanding the dangerous big cats of Africa.
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Like many, I've followed Kevin Richardson on YouTube with the various videos featuring him and

his lions and hyenas. This book expands on the downloads and the documentary Dangerous

Companions.Kevin co-exists with his lions, cheetahs, hyenas and other animals in his protected

South African animal park. He rules with love and respect combining science and psychology in the

process. The animals in the park are the lions, the hyenas and others that can't be released into the

wild for one reason or another.The book is written with humor, compassion and understanding. As

you follow Kevin through his childhood love with animals, his brushes and fascination with danger,

and his maturity as he becomes the man he is--you come away with the sense that sometimes a

person is predestined to do whatever it is they are doing. Richardson began his journey with the

pride with two lion cubs ten years ago.His lions Tau, Napoleon, Meg, Amy and Pelokyhale take on

personalities as do the hyenas Trelli, Geena and the rest of the crew. He manages each animal with

a knowledge of species behavior and also knowledge of the personality of each animal. For

instance, pack structure is extremely important in hyena hierarchy. The more important your status,

the more you can basically get away with. His hyena pack is led by the feisty Geena who constantly

challenges and tests his ability to be in her presence. Richardson combines his knowledge of how

hyenas interact based on scientific knowledge and how his Geena reacts within those guidelines.If

you have seen the videos on YouTube, it is amazing to see him wrestling with his lion pride

members. The book expands on the personalities of the lions and Kevin's interaction with them.
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